Trip report for Tilehurst to Henley….
Well what a way to start October: wall to wall sunshine, a quiet river and lovely scenery.
The scenery was particularly enjoyed by myself as for once I didn’t have the view of everyone else

backs in the distance! I was in a K2 Viper with Andrew in the back and we were steaming along.
Also enjoying the trip were Mark, Maxine, Stephen, Sarah, Paul and Peter.
Once I had worked out that Bell Hill was indeed not a start point in Berkshire but just the club
house I met the others here and we set off about 9:30.
Andrew’s schedule was almost as precise as the speaking clock and Paul’s driving speed in a
Capavan with 3 boats on the roof is unaffected so think we arrived at Tilehurst for the predicted
10:30 and set sale soon after.
One of the best things about the trip was any time your back side started to ache you arrived at a
lock for a stretch - about every 2 miles. And talking of bums the the toilet is clean at Sonning lock
too (sorry but it’s important to us ladies!)

Think it might have been the lock after this that Stephen decided to upset the first person of two
that day; the lock keeper! Whilst everyone portaged the lock Stephen boldly paddled into the lock
whilst the boats were heading out. A force to be reckoned with even when he is a tenth of the size
with no engine! Now you have to read to the end to see who else Stephen upset!
Our lunch stop was due to be a cafe at Sonning lock but they must have known we were coming
as they shut unannounced for the day. So off we trundled along the pretty towpath to the nearby
pub that might have been called The Bull. Think we got there in the nick of time as it got really busy
from then on. Despite being too posh to serve chips some nice food was had by all.
Next stop was Marsh lock which think took us all by surprise by being at the end. Despite being
about 12 miles the day had shot by.

There was just the matter of a huge bridge to portage once we got there which was a lot further
than you might choose to walk carrying a boat. But probably good training for the likes of Maxine
considering the DW next year and already in what seems to be a full on fitness regime set by
Barnet.

Once there myself , Maxine, Paul and Stephen were left looking after the boats and terrorising the
neighbours where Stephen was concerned (more on that in a bit) Whilst the rest returned to pick
up the cars. Maxine and myself had a short paddle up to Henley town leaving Paul and Mike in
charge of the biscuits. Happily they were still there when we got back (the boys and not the
biscuits) as we needed them to get us out of the water. It was an adventurous 2.5 foot drop into
and out of the water. It was around about this time that I made the mistake of saying that there
really wasn't going to much excitement to talk of on this trip for a report. Shortly after this a slightly
disgruntled Henley resident that lived directly onto the tow path and opposite where we left our
boats decided to protest about us leaving our boats touching his railings….pictured here!

Well rightly or wrongly we didn’t move the boats; there wasn’t anywhere obvious to put 8 boats
without being on the towpath and in the way. To be fair the boats were only damaging Hooray
Henley’s ego and not his perfectly pendicular railings. So the boats stayed there a good hour
before Mrs Hooray Henry came out and decided to have a shooting match with Stephen on the
matter. As she turned on high high horse and heels to stomp off she walked head on into kayak on
the roof….ouch!! Stephen roared with laughter which was probably red rag to the bull. I think we
then narrowly escaped several kayaks been kicked in by her stilettos!
Finally we had a trip story!
The drivers returned to do picks ups…well most of them. Paul had no address so found us about
20 minutes after everyone left. Despite this we were all back at the club by 6:15pm and I managed
to be at Richmond cinema before 8:00pm. Can recommend Bridget Jones Baby (maybe be a
Chick Flick).
Thanks to Andrew for organising this and thanks to Stephen for providing the entertainment.
I would highly recommend visiting this peaceful and picturesque stretch of the river if you can.

